In this document you will find definitions and examples on the
topic of “stereotypes”. The intent is to provide an opportunity
to help increase understanding, including how to become
aware of one’s own attitudes and biases. There is also a quick
exercise at the end to encourage reflection. This is a simple
resource tool, designed to be complementary to the existing
online “Gender-Based Analysis Plus” (GBA+) resource
developed by Status of Women Canada (SWC).
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Stereotypes* are generalizations* we make to
differentiate groups of people, based on things
such as age, culture*, ability, gender*, or other
differences.
Gender stereotypes* consist of generalizations*
about how women and men differ. Since there
are differences between women and men, we
use stereotypes* to anticipate and respond to
these differences from the outset, rather than
having to figure them out based on each
individual interaction or situation. In other words,
we rely on stereotypes* because they help us
save time and energy, yet they are not always
effective and may not represent reality.

Research
shows that
we all use
stereotypes
without
knowing it.

Understanding Stereotypes

What are “gender
stereotypes”?

A few examples:
“Women will have physical limitations in typical
‘male’ jobs, professions or businesses.”
“I don’t think she can manage a business and
raise children at the same time.”
“Men are better at taking risks and have more
flexibility.”
“I didn’t think she’d want to take on that much
responsibility.”

* Definition available in Glossary (tool#8)
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How do we use stereotypes?
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Human beings are complex, their behaviours vary a lot from
situation to situation, and each person is different. Therefore,
when stereotypes* are used to make judgments* about individual
people – especially about their traits and abilities – there is a high
probability that those judgments* will not be accurate.i

We often apply stereotypes* automatically. For example, this
common scenario:
When we drive, we follow traffic rules
and operate the car successfully -- or
so we think. Sometimes when we arrive
at our destination, we don’t always
remember each of our actions that got
us there. We were not always paying
attention, yet we drove successfully and
automatically to the destination.
Stereotypes* work in a similar way.
When clients walk into our offices, we often make snap judgments
without even realizing it. These perceptions often come
automatically with the “help” of stereotypes*. A judgment* about
each borrower must be made, but must be based on solid
information gathered in a comprehensive client interview and not
on the prejudice* that might come from stereotyping*.ii

Business loan agents have to judge a person’s ability to
repay his or her loan. The key is to not pass judgement based
on stereotypes, but on facts.

* Definition available in Glossary (Tool#8)

Imagine a female business owner attending a
meeting to apply for a bank loan. If the loans
agent believes that women are not “entrepreneur
material,’’ he/she may unintentionally ask tougher
questions or may be reluctant to offer the same
level of service offered to male customers without
directly saying anything discriminatory*. As a
result, the female business owner may feel as
though she does not belong or that she will be
unsuccessful in getting a loan. She may be
discouraged from applying altogether. In the end
of this scenario, the woman may not get the loan,
and preconceived ideas about women in
business may have been a cause.

Understanding Stereotypes

Due to stereotypes*, we often unintentionally respond to
people in “biased*” ways, and in some situations, this has the
potential to bring out the very behaviours that confirm our
stereotypes*. For example:iii

Stereotypes* get in the way of accurate assessment and
advancement of talent.
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* Definition available in Glossary (tool#8)

What does “bias” mean?
Bias* is a prejudice* in favour of a thing, person, or group, which is
compared with another, usually in a way considered to be unfair.
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Bias* can also be defined as:
An attitude* you have that makes you treat someone in a way that
is unfair or different from the way you treat other people.iv

Difference between “bias” and
“stereotype”:
A bias* is a personal preference, like or dislike, especially when
the tendency interferes with the ability to be impartial,
unprejudiced, or objective*.
A stereotype* is a preconceived idea that attributes certain
characteristics (in general) to all the members of a group of
people.v
If you think women have less time to put towards running a
business compared to men (because of children- life/work
balance), that is an example of a “stereotype*.”
However, if you, as a loan agent, see this as a potential risk and
therefore ask more questions, you’re being “biased*.”
And, if you hesitate or refuse to lend a woman money because of
it, then this would be “discrimination*.”
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There are actually more differences among women,
or among men, than there are between individual
men and women.
* Definition available in Glossary (Tool#8)

 Identify if you have any biases*. Are you able to think of a
bias* that you might have used? Or one you may have
experienced from someone else? Think about the example and
how it may have affected you or anyone else involved.
 Keep biases* in mind and take steps to correct them by
recognizing where they might be coming into play in your
life. Are your “gut feelings” about a loans applicant valid? Or a
result of a stereotype*? Are you discounting what a colleague
is saying because of some form of bias*?
 Expose yourself to different experiences. By stepping out of
your usual routine, you might better understand people who
are different from you, and/or how stereotypes* came to be.
 Raise awareness of biases*. The first step to changing a
problem is admitting one exists. Have conversations with
colleagues and encourage them to identify biases* in your or
their practices. vi

Understanding Stereotypes

How do we move beyond bias?

Stereotyping* can be reduced by bringing different
people together. When they discover people are not
like the stereotypes* they had of them, the immediate
evidence creates change that leads to improved
thoughts about the other group.vii
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* Definition available in Glossary (tool#8)
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 Be mindful of your language or of others and avoid
potentially stereotypical* remarks, such as if someone asks a
loans applicant, “Will your kids get in the way of your
business?” Challenge stereotypical remarks you may hear.
 Be knowledgeable, and provide as much accurate information
as possible to reject myths* and stereotypes*. Discuss with
colleagues the impact of prejudicial attitudes* and behavior.
 Make respect for diversity* (differences) a core value in
your company, and articulate it as such in the company's
handbook/employee manual and in day-to-day operations.
 Incorporate client diversity* as a business goal. Secure a
high degree of commitment towards this from all employees
and create an environment conducive to the
implementation of diversity* in the workplace and in the
recruitment of potential customers.
 Learn details about coworkers’ / clients’ backgrounds and
share your own. Ask questions that invite explanation. Create
friendly relationships.
 Sponsor a mentoring program, and reach out to women
entrepreneurs.
 Attend networking events, and ensure they are inclusive*
(i.e. include people from different groups).

 Use critical thinking. Critical thinking* helps you move
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beyond potential stereotypes* and your own biases* to judge*
individuals more accurately and effectively.viii

* Definition available in Glossary (Tool#8)

It gives you the whole picture. Critical thinking* never considers
anything in a vacuum. Its object has a history, a source -- a
context. Thinking critically allows you to bring these various factors
into play, thus getting more than just the outline of what you're
examining, and it makes a realistic and effective solution to a
problem more likely.

It considers both the simplicity and complexity of something.
The whole point of critical thinking* is to come to the most
objective* view available. One hundred percent objectivity* may
not be possible, but the closer you can get, the better.

Critical thinking* is most likely to help you get the results you
want. The closer you are to dealing with things as they really are,
the more likely you are to be able to address a problem or issue
with some hope of success.ix

Understanding Stereotypes

Why use “critical thinking”?
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* Definition available in Glossary (tool#8)

Understanding Stereotypes

How can we use critical thinking to
recognize our own biases?
Ask yourself:





What does the evidence say? What are the facts?
Might my brain be taking a mental shortcut to a stereotype*?
Does this really represent the person?
Do I know this person enough to judge* him or her?

Critical thinking* helps you sort out what's accurate and what's not.
It gives you a solid, factual base for solving problems or
addressing issues. As mentioned earlier, critical thinking* helps
you move beyond stereotypes* and your own biases* to
judge* individuals more accurately and effectively.x

Workplace stereotypes* and prejudices* create
dysfunctional climates for the individuals affected by them,
and as well as for the nation’s economy and values*.
https://tpefusteles1.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/production_ecrite2.pdf
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Test your knowledge

2- Only women are responsible
for working on eliminating
gender stereotypes*.
a. True
b. False
3- To which of these
professions should women
aspire?
a. Lawyer
b. Teacher
c. Plumber
d. Entrepreneur
e. Banker
f. All of the above
4- Stereotyping can be
detrimental to a client’s loan
application.
a. True
b. False

* Definition available in Glossary (tool#8)

5- There are only negative
stereotypes*.
a. True
b. False
6- Stereotypes* and biases*
sometimes unintentionally
keep qualified, capable
people away from jobs or
positions of power.
a. True
b. False
7- Each of us has a unique set
of experiences, and this
influences our responses to
what we encounter. As
critical thinkers, we must
understand how past
experience might limit our
thinking in a situation, and
how we can use critical
thinking* to see things more
clearly.
a. True
b. False

Understanding Stereotypes

1- We sometimes rely on
stereotypes when judging
people. This can lead to
inappropriate decisions
concerning clients’ loan
applications.
a. True
b. False
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Answers to test:

Understanding Stereotypes

1. True – Stereotypes* can potentially lead us to make inaccurate or
inappropriate decisions about loan applications.
2. False – Both men and women are responsible for working on eliminating
gender stereotypes*. We can overcome these barriers* by working
together.
3. F – All of the above! Women were often encouraged to aspire to certain
professions and discouraged from aspiring to others. In reality, women
can aspire to any profession that appeal to them.
4. True – Research has shown that stereotypes* often hamper people’s
financial successes and their probability of accessing bank loans. Raising
awareness of this reality and working to overcome stereotyping* will
ensure that everyone regardless of gender*, ethnicity, culture*, religion,
etc. has equal access to financial opportunities.
5. False – There are also positive stereotypes*. For example, we might
believe that all women are caring and nurturing and must therefore want
to raise children. However, we know this is not true. Even though this is
not a bad belief per se, it is a generalization* based on the stereotype* of
a wider population that does not represent all individual women.
6. True – As shown in the examples in this document, even subtle and
indirect experiences with stereotyping* can deter people from pursuing
goals. Stereotyping can also limit women’s opportunities for success. If a
woman feels she is not right for a management position or a promotion or
not ready to start her own business because of the images and messages
she receives from society, these beliefs can hold her back.
7. True – Critical thinking* never considers anything in a vacuum and allows
us to bring various factors into play. In-depth thinking makes a realistic
and effective solution to a problem more likely. If we can stop and ask
ourselves a few basic questions and analyze the situation, we may be
less likely to fall into easy patterns of stereotyping*. xi
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Conclusion:

 Can you recognize the subtle impact of potential
stereotypes* in your organization?
 Are you aware of how stereotypes* may affect women in
your organization or service?
 Is your organization doing enough to combat gender
stereotypes*?

Next steps:
We encourage you to read the Self-Evaluation Tool (Tool #3 in
this package). You might also consider conducting a more indepth Gender-Based Analysis (GBA)* for your organization by
using the online “Gender-Based Analysis Plus” (GBA+)* resource
developed by Status of Women Canada (SWC).

Understanding Stereotypes

Our hope is that this tool will provide loan agents with the
information and evidence to look beyond potential stereotypes*
regarding what makes a successful entrepreneur, and increase
access to business loans for women in business. We leave you
with the following final thoughts:
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